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One quality is that I am really good at softball.Another quality is that I
am a good cook. The third quality is that I am getting good / okay grades in
all of my classes . The fourth quality is that I am good at cleaning . These
are the qualities that I think I am good at . These are the qualities that I am
thankful for .

I am a really good softball player. One good quality is that I can hit the
softball really far most times ! When I go up to hit the ball I sometimes get
scared I won't hit it far and then I hear the ball hit the bat. I look out and see
it has gone outfield and almost past the fence . When it's
time to go out in the field I usually play right field or left field !! This is only
one of my really good qualities . :)

Another Quality that I am also a really good cook. One of my favorite
meals to cook is stir fry. I like this meal because it is fun to cook and has a
lot of my favorite vegetables in it like the mini corn ! Another thing I like to
make is steak because it is my favorite meat to eat.This is a quality I am
thankful for having but I have more .

The last quality that I am thankful for is that I am a good cleaner . I
like cleaning. My favorite thing to clean is the kitchen because it is kinda
bigger and has a lot of things to organize and organizing is my favorite
thing to do when I'm bored . I love cleaning other stuff so if I could clean
anything else it would probably be the living room because it's kinda bigger
too and I need to make sure my baby brother does not get a hold of
anything that is smaller he can choke on , like a bottle cap . When I clean I
make sure everything is really clean and sanitized because my 5 year old
brother sometimes makes stuff gross with his sticky hands . I usually clean
really well and this is something I am very thankful for.

As you can see, I have many important qualities. I am very thankful
for every single one of them but Softball is my favorite one . These are my
good qualities




